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Profile

MASTERS OF THE SUCCINCT. 
Between civil construction and sentence construction: The Munich studio Allmann 
Sattler Wappner

Markus Allmann sits down at the white conference table. He is big and is wea-
ring jeans and a white polo-neck sweater. “Would you care for some coffee?” the 
assistant asks. No thank-you, I’d prefer a glass of water. Then he crosses his legs 
and leans right back. Allmann starts up. There is this project in Kuwait, he exp-
lains, quite a challenge. Unfortunately he can’t say much about it. Not yet anyway. 
Allmann operates like a turbo-charge, he doesn’t need to get warmed up; he just 
comes out with things that are ready for print. Is he tempted by the Persian Gulf 
or China, the land of unlimited opportunities? Allmann says no. And yet: “There 
are no restrictions“, he says, and in that there is a certain potential. “You just have 
to think of Koolhaas’ CCTV headquarters in Beijing, you couldn’t have begun to 
imagine that in Europe.“ Koolhaas is something of a benchmark for the three 
Munich architects, an orbiting station in the architectural universe, to which they 
are constantly striving. A smile crosses Allmann’s face. Whenever they had com-
peted against OMA they had won. A sense of pride is discernible, but it falls short 
of arrogance. Koolhaas probably hadn’t been giving the project his full concen-
tration, Allmann admits. The project he can’t talk about, that is. Talking, however, 
that becomes clear is a facet of modern architecture, which has to switch skillfully 
between civil construction and sentence construction if it is to be successful. Suc-
cessful like the Munich studio Allmann Sattler Wappner.

Allmann points to the model in the middle of the table. The Haus der Gegenwart 
(present day house) building was built in line with strict stipulations that were laid 
down by SZ-Magazin, a supplement in the newspaper Süddeutsche Zeitung. There 
was a competition for the best concepts for a style of living for the future: four peo-
ple, 500 square meters surface area, 200 for the house and € 250,000 building costs. 
The model has seen better days, on the side the aluminum cladding is buckling, and 
the upper storey wobbles. Out in the Riem suburb of Munich there is an original-size 
example, an experimental house with more ideas crammed into it than several other 
comparable projects. The bedrooms are downstairs, surrounded by the greenery of 
the maze-like garden, whereas the dining and communal rooms are all on the first 
floor. That is the strength of the Munich architects: They turn everything upside down 
and search for solutions for so long before finally switching on the CAD computer, 
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getting out their rulers and the architects’ official fee schedule. If architecture really 
does represent a solution for how space and society best discover each other, then 
this Munich studio really is the right think tank.

The Allmann Sattler studio has existed for 19 years. In 1993 Ludwig Wappner comple-
ted the Markus Allmann and Amandus Sattler team. All three studied at the Technical 
University in Munich and are now in their late 40s.They shot to fame overnight with 
the school center in Flöha in the mid-1990s. In 1997, after several “laudatory distinc-
tions” the ensemble won the German Architecture Prize. Which was when things 
really took off. They won competition after competition, the Allmann Sattler Wappner 
engine room was operating flat out. And yet did not keep churning out the same 
thing. Though they do indeed work with typologies until the potential in a solution 
has been exhausted, their on-site work is very specific. In 1996 the competition for 
the Church of the Sacred Heart of Jesus in the Neuhausen district of Munich followed, 
just a few minutes on foot from the office, and once again they came up with a proto-
type, the 21st century church, which in terms of the liturgical concept was conserva-
tive, but in terms of structure avant-garde. Small wonder, then, that the parish priest 
spoke of a racing car in terms of churches. A place of worship as a mobile institution, 
an absolutely absurdly enticing idea. An experiment with facades, envelopes and the 
right light.

Last year, Allmann Sattler Wappner moved out of their old offices, a fox’s den of box 
rooms, berths and meeting rooms in the rear building, and into an old factory in 
Nymphenburger Strasse that they had converted themselves. There is now ample 
space on two floors for the architects to spread themselves out more than originally 
planned, because the studio has undergone a slimming-down process. Nowadays 
they operate like an agency, says Allmann, flexibly geared to current requirements. 
Too many competitions that were won but never constructed are a burden. Some 
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90 percent of their works stem from open tenders they won. And some contacts 
took their time coming. Some models have been collecting dust for years now, First 
Prizes such as the Mobile Evolution Center in Bremen in 2003, and for the Loewe AG 
administration building in Kronach in October 2002. Computer animations reveal 
how the buildings unfold, the virtual camera circles what one day will be steel, glass 
and concrete. And yet, Allmann Sattler Wappner is back, with new projects and a new 
structure. Undeterred, as voluntary Chairman of the State Competition Committee  
Ludwig Wappner champions more open tenders for public building projects.

There has to be competition. It was what made them. Something new always means 
questioning what has gone before. A fellow architect once criticized their buildings 
as having no style. “That is one of the nicest things that has ever been said about our 
buildings“, replied Allmann. For Allmann Sattler Wappner building is not an automa-
tism, it has a lot to do with self-doubt, which leads to innovation. That takes time and 
effort. Visitors also experience it to a minor degree. Anyone looking for them on the 
Internet will not come across a fashionable abbreviation such as ASW, you have to 
enter everything in full: www.allmannsattlerwappner.de. It has nothing to do with 
old-fashioned class consciousness, it’s stylish. A characteristic signature the three 
designers otherwise so enjoy denying.
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Interview

COMPOSURE IS OUR MAIN QUALITY.
MARKUS ALLMANN ON QUALITIES AND THE ALLMANN SATTLER WAPPNER STU-
DIO STRATEGY
 
Were you never tempted to develop a label?
We have our topics, and we do reference ourselves as well, but label architecture 
would bore us immensely. We cannot just throw over board certainties that we have 
acquired about the context.

Winning competitions was the key to your success. Would that be the case as well 
today?
Were it not for them our studio would not exist. Nowadays young architects that rely 
on competitions have no chance of prospering. In order to have an impact they have 
to formulate a lot of things in a much more popular way. The decisive factor in com-
petitions was to have a stable base with regard to the developer. But competitions 
only make sense if there’s something to be won, and it’s not only the plot of land that 
is then upgraded.

And if the building is actually constructed after winning.
Over the past few years we have won 12 First Prizes for projects that were then never 
built. It was a difficult time. We had to become a lot more flexible. Right now we ope-
rate like an advertising agency, with smaller assignments and shorter work phases.

Did your enthusiasm for competitions suffer as a result?
The very best projects were the ones that were never built. That is like a birth process 
that doesn’t result in life, it leads to disappointment and viewing the whole from 
more of a distance. We are pretty far-removed from these phenomena – building 
houses, being acclaimed, being called back again, – a more composed outlook, 
where earlier on it was all unconditioned euphoria. Nowadays it’s more a curtailed 
euphoria.

And in addition nowadays developers are less tangible than ever before – they 
hardly even exist as people. Whereas earlier on there was just one decision-maker 
you are frequently confronted with an entire committee.
That’s right. Major projects are now handled almost exclusively by funds or constella-
tions, in which the developer gives up that role – and as such his vital interest in ma-
king a contribution to building culture. This distance frequently leads to committees 
making relatively unconsidered decisions, which is not exactly beneficial to building 
culture. Because it is still the case that good architecture always has something to do 
with a good developer.
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Are you talking about resistance that you have to overcome in order to get quali-
ty?
Certainly not in the case of good developers. They demand that we bring quality with 
us. We have had developers where we had reached a state of satisfaction and they 
felt there was more to be done...

... for example?
At Südwestmetall in Reutlingen. There the developer felt there was still potential in 
certain things. He kept on prompting us to stretch the basic theme until it had been 
given such a radical makeover that it looks like you see it today.

Are you talking here about detailed work, the tiny things that help in success?
If you have devised such a strong concept that you can formulate it verbally, then 
you have gained a certain percentage of quality. In order to then flesh out the final 
percentage points that make the project really understandable, legible and strong, 
highly intensive, in-detail work is needed. Several projects – such as Südwestmetall 
– are structured such that this detailed work is fundamental and is decisive in some-
thing being good or bad. Other projects are so convincing in terms of spatial design 
and so watertight that if anything details are a hindrance.

But details are always necessary, or are you talking here about specially formula-
ted details?
Exactly. One project, the model construction workshop in Wolfratshausen, very small, 
but featuring the right detailed work. It is configured extremely concisely, almost 
provocatively so. And diametrically opposed to Südwestmetall, which only gained in 
quality as a result of the detailed work that had been pursued.

The succinctness has a quality ...
... an enormous one. We try to avoid anything that is superfluous. Composure ought 
to be the main quality of our projects. That was the case earlier on, though we didn’t 
always manage it. Nowadays, however, in support of our basic mindset, we are remo-
ving more and more elements.

Südwestmetall, Reutlingen



That sounds a bit like intended ambivalence.
One of our main topics is to check for certainties but always to be aware that we are 
permanently working amidst uncertainty. There can only be certainty for as long as a 
project is on-going.

Then the building is standing...
... and the uncertainty returns. One project does not mean you know the next one 
will be tackled in exactly the same way. Classic modern architecture aimed for order. 
Our reflective Modernism allows chaos. Ambivalence is what concerns and describes 
us today. 

And then there are the users. And architectural publications where there are no 
people.
We at least have published a lot in which people play a very large role. We would 
also never have our buildings protected, such that no alterations can be made for 30 
years. Anybody that does not has yet understood the times we are living in.

To summarize: You speak on the one hand of progress, and on the other you deny 
that findings can be passed on?
Perhaps we could say for as far as formulating projects is concerned we have a me-
thodology that is permanently developing, a technique for integrating intuition in 
the analysis, chaos in order. For each project we decide whether one side or the other 
should be more involved. There are always new people, new contexts, which is why 
our language changes. The basic tenor, however, remains the same.

What does your ideal design process actually look like?
At the beginning we collate everything that has anything to do with the project. 
This collating process is our life-buoy, so we don’t get the feeling that we might 
have missed something out. Which analytical results are then included in the design 
process is a purely intuitive question. It is a sign of ignorance at times of one’s own 
analysis, a deliberate ignorance, if you have the feeling that the project has to make 
this statement. Then you continue trying to find out whether intuitive action really 
does produce quality. There are projects that come about purely from a gut feeling, 
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which develop their strength by virtue of their very strangeness, being the action of a 
single individual. And others come about on the back of pure analysis. Projects such 
as these are also in our repertoire, all well and good, but we are not moved by them.

And what about the interplay between projects?
There are always three or four key projects per year that represent the next major 
step forward, while the other projects process things we have done to date. Once a 
feasible idea that can be communicated has emerged, the craftsmen get to work.

Didn’t you once say that caesuras spur you on?
Indeed, caesuras enable you to get into a project. The classic definition of aesthetics 
doe not provide this, but there has to be something that attracts the observer, such 
that he attempts to understand the project. And with smooth, perfect, cool beauty 
that is not the case.

It almost sounds like a game that you are playing. And what about the quality 
aspect?
In every project there are rules, a firm set of circumstances. Sometimes the developer 
is in the team, sometimes just the architect and the engineers. The game is as good 
or bad as the players get along with each other and the rules, so it’s a matter of inter-
preting the rules, extending their boundaries – or indeed questioning them.

Markus Allmann was in conversation with Oliver Herwig. 

Oliver Herwig is a freelance journalist and author. Born in 1967 in Regensburg he read 
German, American Studies, History, and History of Art before being awarded a doctorate. 
The list of publications he writes for includes the newspapers Süddeutsche Zeitung, Neue 
Zürcher Zeitung and Frankfurter Rundschau. In his work he focuses on architects and 
designers. He lives in Munich with his wife the children’s author Henriette Wich.
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Projects
WELCOME TO THE E-HOME
The present-day house celebrates a nomadic way of living

On the outskirts of the Riem district of Munich. Metal gleams behind the hedges. A 
prototype: the present-day house. Where others have just one entrance this has three, 
where there should be a patio three platforms, each measuring 40 square meters, 
face south, east and north, and where most families live under one roof this one has 
four, no less. The house consists of four separate boxes, three of them at ground level, 
with a hovering communal platform above. Our first impression is one of ambivalence 
towards the steel facades, enormous windows and sharp edges, all surrounded by a 
grove of beech trees like in a Baroque garden. This green ‘curtain’ conceals bathrooms 
and bedrooms, and only the communal box with its square windows is above hedge-
height. Alternating intimacy and the extroverted. That is the key to this project.

The house, a wooden pillar-style of construction is an e-home that combines electro-
nics and living. Its flexible envelope adapts to accommodate any wishes. There is only 
one thing wrong with it: there is nobody living in it. It is operated by HDG (Haus der 
Gegenwart) GmbH, a non-profit-making company, behind which Bayerischer Haus-
bau, Fördergesellschaft Landespflege Bayern e.V. and Magazin Verlagsgesellschaft 
Süddeutsche Zeitung mbH stand. Right now the “World Champions – Design Germa-
ny“ exhibition is being staged (through September 15, 2006).

Photo 1: 
„How we will live“
Haus der Gegenwart,
architectural competition,
SZ Magazin, 2001,
2nd Prize, Realization 2004-5

Photo 2: 
The space under the „Collective Box“
is a car park, a spacious forecourt 
and an outdoor.



Photo 3: 
A view of the open bathroom in the 
withdrawn lower section.

Photo 5: 
View inward at the shared
living and cooking zone.

Photo 4: 
Above them, the Collective Box
floats as the house’s familiar
and spatial heart.



Photo 6: 
„God’s Container“
Herz-Jesu Church,
Munich, 1996-2000

Photo 7: 
The blue gates,
closed...

THE DOOR OPENS WIDE …!
The Church of the Sacred Heart of Jesus in Munich

The Neuhausen district of Munich, near Rotkreuzplatz: An unspectacular, staid area 
full of older buildings. It is a nice place to live. Yet all of a sudden Lachnerstrasse rece-
des and opens out into a square. And here it stands, God’s container: an all-glass crate 
featuring the most straightforward geometry and the most intricate lighting. The 
building was the stage for Allmann Sattler Wappner’s big break-through. Conceived 
as a classic, conservative church it is cutting-edge in terms of material and construc-
tion. 

Two gigantic, 14 meter-high doors, which are almost as high as the building, are 
opened hydraulically and hover over the forecourt, affording a view of the loggia-like 
front of the church. The actual wooden lamella nave – with gaps on all sides, enabling 
a sort of way of the Cross around the interior – is located within the glass envelope. 
The closer one gets to the altar, the bigger and more opaque the glazing becomes. 
In this case glass is not reinterpreted as the wrong metaphor for transparency, but 
rather forcefully concentrated into a defining element.



Photo 8: 
...and wide open onto the forecourt.

Photo 9/10: 
The bright, light-filled interior.



Photo 11: 
„Statement in steel“
Südwestmetall, Verband der Metall- 
und Elektroindustrie
Baden-Württemberg,
Reutlingen, 1999-2002

Photo 12: 
View of the interior with the façade 
decor.

HEAVY METAL
The Südwestmetall building: between mimicry and revolution

Reutlingen. At the heart of Swabia Modernism has been turned upside down. Thou-
sands of floral metal sheets wind their way round three metal buildings with a sound 
saddle roof, the Südwestmetall Head Office. Allmann Sattler Wappner had leaves and 
stems cut into the square sheet metal and scattered then over the forecourt. It is a 
confusing view: Flora supporting perfect carcasses, steel monoliths, which scroll a 
single material from the base to the ridge, as if they were still part of a computer pro-
gram. “Only tolerable in the shabbiest of workmanship “, was how Adolf Loos referred 
to the décor, but truly unaesthetic if the best materials and the greatest of care are 
used. 

And that was precisely the point of the exercise. Ornamental trellis work flanks the 
building’s load-bearing structure, but with a twinkle in the eye. A revolt against banal 
building regulations. Five millimeters of steel separate the standalone from the buil-
dings nestling in the surroundings. And make a statement on urban planning that 
is not out for surfaces and effect, but self-mockingly says: City and conventions – it 
depends on what you make of them. 



Photo 13/14: 
Trellis-work steel panels
on the lower ground floor:
Ornament and solar protection.

Photo 15: 
Impact of the interior.


